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In this series we are going to continue to explore maps. However, now we are going to particularly focus on polygons - aka boundaries and borders.�



Source: Benjamin Hennig  (2019). ‘Cartographic perspectives of the 2019 General Election’, in UK 
Election Analysis 2019: Media, Voters and the Campaign.
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Maps are a fantastic data visualisation in that they allow us to see a massive amount of data in a tiny little space. Using maps allows us to quickly and clearly contextualise data geographically for our audience. But maps do have flaws - especially in how we create boundaries and attribute importance to certain areas. Often, they wrongly equate the visual importance of an area - such as a country or county - with its geographic area, rather than the number of people living inside of this area. Boundaries, or polygons, play a significant role in amplifying or moderating this issue.Let’s have a look at these visualisations that show us the outcome of the 2019 General Election in the UK: �



POLYGON

Polygon mapping is the 

cartographic display of 

regularly or irregularly 

shaped polygons and 

their attributes.
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Polygon mapping is the cartographic display of regularly or irregularly shaped polygons and their attributes. This can take a unified shape, like in the hexagon data visualization we saw in our previous slide, or they can be defined by natural, political, administrative pre-decided boundaries.�So in this video series we are going to discuss polygons (boundaries), and different polygons you can use to organize and present your data in your maps. Importantly, we are going to think about the origins of boundaries, and how we need to carefully consider how we use them. �



Source: Wolrdometer

Boundaries are arbitrary

• It’s unusual for political boundaries to  coincide with naturally-occurring ones

• Sometimes they co-occur with existing political boundaries; sometimes they don’t.
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To introduce our series, we are going to talk about the origins of many of the borders of modern countries, and how we need to consider how borders are arbitrary:-It’s unusual for political boundaries to  coincide with naturally-occurring ones-Sometimes they co-occur with existing political boundaries; sometimes they don’t.�If we look at a map of our world, like the one here, we would think that all of the countries and borders are neatly defined. But do we ever stop and think about when and how these borders were created or established?



1878 Treaty 
of berlin

Source: Wikimedia Commons
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Let’s take, for example, The Treaty of Berlin that was signed in 1878. The treaty was the result of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78. In the aftermath of the Russian victory against the Ottoman Empire, a congress was held in Berlin where Russia, the Ottaman Empire, Great Britain and Ireland, France, Italy, and Austria-Hungary decided how to completely restructure the map of the Balkan region.�This new map aimed to reduce the power of the Ottaman Empire, and create a balance between the interests of Austria-Hungary, Russian and Britain. Notably, one purpose of the treaty was to decide new borders for Bulgaria, but Bulgaria was excluded in these decisions.�There are many examples of treaties like this from the nineteenth-century especially, where countries and borders were decided and the people within these areas did not always get a say.�



“We have been giving away mountains and rivers and lakes to 
each other, only hindered by the small impediment that we never 
knew exactly where the mountains and rivers and lakes were.”

– Lord Salisbury, British Prime Minister, 
1885-1892 and 1895-1902.
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What we need to consider is that about a third of the world’s borders are less than 100 years old. “We have been giving away mountains and rivers and lakes to each other, only hindered by the small impediment that we never knew exactly where the mountains and rivers and lakes were.” – Lord Salisbury, British Prime Minister, 1885-1892 and 1895-1902.��The arbitrary creation of borders is particularly present in the continent of Africa - which Lord Salisabury is referring to in his quote here. 



1885 
Conference 

in Berlin
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Many of the borders that currently exist in Africa were actually decided by colonial powers.   There was another conference in Berlin, this time in 1885, in which European powers carved up Africa with little regard for tribal boundaries and other historical, cultural, and ethnic divisions within the continent.



1947 Partition 
of india

Source: Wikimedia Commons
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And the creation of arbitrary borders also happened well into the 20th Century. For example, there was the Partition of India in 1947, which was the division of British India into two independent dominion states, India and Pakistan which was essentially decided by Britain.  �A part of this partition was the creation of the Radcliffe Line which was the  boundary demarcation line between the Indian and Pakistani portions of the Punjab and Bengal provinces of British India, and can be seen in this map here. �An overwhelming refugee crisis was created as a result of these borders, and it has been estimated that between 10 and 12 million people were displaced, and hundreds of thousands of people died in the process. �
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Borders have continued to affect the world into the 20th and 21st centuries and other obvious examples of this include the Berlin Wall or the demilitarized zone between North and South Korea.�Often, borders are created as a result of both political and economic control. Conflicts over resources also often play a role in their creation. �The point of this introduction is to really emphasize that borders are arbitrary and we should never forget that there are people and human lives within the areas we use in our maps. ��
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